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MIDNIGHT HOUR 
Cabinetry in a ni�:ht-sky blue plays foil to soaring 

ceilings, a 4ght-filled void and dreamy marble. 
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Interior design 
ARENT & PYKE 

Joinery Oulux 'Dork Door' polyurethane in satin finish by Jasper 
Design. Benchtop/island bench/splashback Laverna marble 
from Euro Natural Stone with honed terrazzo on island bench 
from Signorino. Polished Coesarstone Clossico surface in Snow 

on rear bench. Sink Franke 'Bolero BOX220-36' undermount. 
Topwore Astra Walker 'Icon' mixer with pull-out and swivel 
spout from Coss Brothers. Oven Gaggenou 'BOP 251101' in 

Anthracite from Winning Appliances. Cooktop Gaggenau 400 
Series 'CX 480 111' full-surface induction cooktop from Winning 

Appliances. Rongehood Qosoir 'Westmore WES 90' under
cupboard rangehood clad in tiles in Speckled White from Anchor 
Ceramics. Refrigerator/freezer Fisher & Paykel ActiveSmart™ 

Fridge 900mm French door slide-in panel ready (conceal grille 
installation) RS90A1. Dishwasher Miele 'G6160SCVI' fully 

integrated dishwasher from Winning Appliances. Lighting Trizo21 
Y -shope 'Austere Chandelier' pendant light In solid brass from 
Great Done. Furniture Nathan Yong Design 'Jade' barstools in 
Walnut and Studioilse 'Together' table, all from Spence& Lyda, 
with Expormim 'Hum□' dining armchair from Ke-Zu. Artwork by 

Antoinette Ferwerda. For stockists see Address Book. 
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"Material contrasts and strong forms play off each other in this kitchen, the 

centrepiece of the large double-height living space. With soaring ceilings and an 

abundance of natural light we could afford a deep midnight blue for cabinetry that 

is both the backdrop to the living space, and creates the opening to the scullery, 

laundry and powder room beyond. The dreamy figuring of the Laverna marble 

splashback and earthy handmade tiles from Anchor Ceramics soften the darker 

joinery." Wbnt luxury ite1Jl did you choose for this spnce regardless of budget? "The 

'Austere Chandelier' is both a beautiful source of light and a hanging sculpture that 

draws your eye up into the light-6.Ued void above. The brass finish adds the final 

romantic touch to the palette of stone, terrazzo and deep blue." arentpyke.com 


